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President’s Post

By Ed Yoder, MBA, MHA, RT(R), CRA, FAHRA

Changes

Hard to believe it’s October already, this year is moving fast! I
love this time of year because it starts bringing changes. The
leaves begin to turn, the mornings and evenings get cooler,
fireplaces begin to start up, apple season is here, and of course
there is fresh squeezed apple cider and pumpkin pie… I just
gained 20 pounds thinking about it. But it brings me to a
working title for this Link article: “Change.” It’s something that
many of us find hard to deal with sometimes, in life and at
work, yet there are times when we welcome it, like the change
of seasons (or at least some people welcome it). As you move
farther down South you learn to not miss the change of sea-
sons and actually like the loss of seasonal change.

Well “change” brings me to thoughts of healthcare changing
now, even as I write this! Healthcare Exchanges opened on
October 1, 2013. What mess will that bring? There are a lot of
comments and opinions on that. Reimbursement is set to
change again as CMS decides how we will be reimbursed for
MR and CT. I think about all this as I am on the plane flying to
Baltimore to make a presidential appearance at the AHRA Fall
Conference. I am looking forward to this meeting because it
will help me further change at my organization. AHRA will be
keeping its pulse on those developments and will use its regu-
latory news website to keep you informed.

We recently had a big change in our family — we pulled up
stakes from sunny Florida and moved to the South Carolina
sauna they call Columbia. Lots of changed followed including a
new school, a very different way of learning, and house hunt-
ing, but at least work would be constant right? After all, the
organization I just joined had enjoyed many lucrative years
and was building and growing and investing in new technolo-
gy at a consistent rate. Change struck again, and we ramped
back on how we did business in preparation for the stormy

seas healthcare was bringing and the uncertain path that we
would need to chart. That meant looking at operations and
analyzing how we did business. Volume is up, but we need to
work on less revenue as reimbursement dwindles and insurers
become more demanding!

Soon winter will be upon us and many of our thoughts will
turn to the holidays, RSNA, New Year’s resolutions, and so on.
Changes on the healthcare landscape will continue. AHRA will
be ready to help you manage that change. We are forming a
Regulatory Affairs Committee and will be looking at when
AHRA, as an organization, should be involved in regulatory
affairs as they affect our membership. Because it is just in the
development stages, I will report more on that committee as it
progresses.

The Fall Conference is in full swing as you read this! It has been
a great turnout, with around 200 people all looking for further
guidance for managing change. On the first day, there were
over 30 participants in each of the tracks that started up: the
Marketing Track, CRA Exam Workshop, and the Basic Track, and
there are many more registered for the Advanced Track, which
starts today!

So as change is here be ready, know that AHRA will be there to
help, and in the words and music of REO Speedwagon “Roll
with the Changes!”

I love a good guitar lead, and there are several masters; the
lead in Baker Street by Gerry Rafferty is a signature lead, it tells
you the song before the words and singing start and it com-
petes with an equally memorable sax melody line. But there is
one that “takes me out to the ball game” as they say, and it is
the lead in “Go Your Own Way” by Fleetwood Mac off of the
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Regulatory Review

New Guidance Released on the Eve of the HIPAA Compliance
Deadline
By Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. and Clinton Mikel, Esq.

Monday, September 23, 2013 marked the deadline for radiolo-
gists and other imaging providers to comply with a number of
changes implemented by the HIPAA Omnibus Rule, which was
published on January 25, 2013 by the Department of Health
and Human Service’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR). As discussed
in prior Link articles, the HIPAA Omnibus Rule finalized regula-
tions that modified and clarified HIPAA’s privacy, security, and
enforcement rules. Imaging providers have, ideally, already
complied with the new regulations – for providers that have
not yet done so, however, this should be a first priority. Those
who find themselves past the deadline should generally first
focus on the “public-facing” aspects of their HIPAA compliance
program. Specifically, we recommend that most clients imme-
diately focus on updating their HIPAA Notice of Privacy
Practices (NPP) and their Business Associate contracts (BAC),
and attendant matters.

To further complicate things, OCR released a number of new
“guidance” documents on the eve of the HIPAA compliance
deadline. We have briefly reviewed the most recent guidance
below.

Notices of Privacy Practices

The HIPAA Omnibus required changes to a covered entity’s
NPP. Revised NPPs must include notice of the following:

The right for a patient to be notified in the event of a•
breach of their protected health information (PHI);
A description of the uses and disclosures that require a•
patient’s authorization, including use of PHI for marketing
purposes and the sale of PHI;
A statement that a patient may revoke their authorization;•
A statement that the radiologist must agree to certain•
restrictions on the disclosure of PHI to third party payors if
the patient has paid out of pocket in full; and
If applicable, a notice that the radiologist or the practice•
may contact the patient for fundraising purposes and the
right of the patient to opt out of such communications.

Further, based on the regulatory text and the commentary
associated with the Omnibus Rule, most healthcare attorneys

were counseling their clients that their NPPs had to be more
comprehensive, and much longer. Fortunately, however, on
September 16, 2013 (seven days before the compliance date),
OCR released additional guidance relative to NPPs, including
issuing a “model” NPP. The guidance is welcome, in that it
appears that OCR is taking a “less is more” approach with the
NPP, which will give providers leeway to adopt slightly shorter
NPPs. We are not recommending that clients utilize OCRs
model NPP, however, since it misses several key nuances that
can act in a provider’s favor, and in several areas it contains lan-
guage that appears to be in excess of what HIPAA requires. If
adopted, the broader patient’s rights and other language
could be binding on those who utilize the OCRs Model NPP.

If you have not already done so, revising and replacing your
old NPP should be a top priority for imaging providers.

Business Associates

The HIPAA Omnibus Rule also implemented a number of
changes in regards to Business Associates, including clarifying
that Business Associates are now directly liable for compliance
with certain requirements, and that covered entities (including
imaging providers) may be held liable for the acts or omissions
of a Business Associate acting as an agent within the scope of
their authority. Most importantly, the HIPAA Omnibus Rule
expanded the definition of Business Associate. The new defini-
tion includes:

Entities that transmit and need routine access to PHI;•
Personal health record vendors who serve covered enti-•
ties; and
Any person or entity that creates, receives, maintains, or•
transmits PHI on behalf of a covered entity.

Imaging providers should examine their vendor and other rela-
tionships to determine whether the relationship requires
entering into a BAC. In particular, you should examine vendor
agreements with data management and storage companies,
such as cloud based back-up services, who may not have been
previously required to enter into a BAC. You should also be
updating your BAC to ensure compliance with the new HIPAA

Rumors album. Lindsey Buckingham is one of the most under-
rated guitar players in rock music today. Just listen to some of
his solo work – though sometimes quirky, the string magic
from his guitar use is phenomenal. His work with Fleetwood
Mac is a testament to that as well. Take a listen, crank it up to
10 and… rock on!

Ed Yoder, MBA, MHA, RT(R), CRA, FAHRA is president of the 2013-
2014 AHRA Board of Directors. He is the director of imaging servic-
es at Lexington Medical Center in West Columbia, SC and can be
reached at ewyoder@lexhealth.org.  
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Omnibus Rule. There are certain “grandfathering” provisions in
the HIPAA Omnibus Rule, but pragmatically providers need to
replace/revise and utilize updated BACs immediately.

Other New Guidance

The OCR also released several new/updated guidance materi-
als that may be of interest to imaging providers. We have
briefly summarized the relevant guidance below.

Deceased Individuals. The HIPAA Omnibus Rule limited the
protected status of a decedent’s PHI to 50 years after the date
of death. The purpose of this change was to balance the rights
of decedents while permitting the important research of dece-
dent information for historical and archival purposes. OCR
issued further guidance on the application of the rule together
with helpful FAQs.

After the 50-year period, the Privacy Rule no longer applies to
a decedent’s PHI. During the 50-year period, the HIPAA Privacy
Rule applies much as it always does, with some special exclu-
sions particular to a deceased individual.

Law Enforcement. OCR has provided guidance for a particular-
ly thorny area – how PHI may be disclosed to law enforcement
officials. The OCR recently released a special guidance for law
enforcement. The two-page guidance identifies what HIPAA is,
when it applies, and when PHI may be disclosed to law
enforcement.

Though not necessarily applicable to imaging providers, the
OCR also released other guidance recently related to school

immunizations disclosures, marketing/prescription reminders,
and guidance related to CLIA regulated laboratories.

Conclusions

While the compliance deadline has passed, in the event any
imaging provider has not updated their HIPAA policies, forms,
and procedures pursuant to the HIPAA Omnibus Rule, they
should take the time now to work with their compliance offi-
cers and healthcare attorneys to update those policies as soon
as possible in order to avoid future enforcement actions and
penalties. This is acutely important in an environment where
the OCR has shown that its HIPAA enforcement has real “teeth,”
and is continually issuing new guidance related to the HIPAA
rules.

Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Wayne State University Law School. Practicing healthcare law, she
concentrates in Stark and fraud/abuse, representing various diag-
nostic imaging providers, eg, IDTFs, mobile leasing entities, and
radiology and multi-specialty group practices.

Clinton Mikel, Esq. graduated from the University of Michigan Law
School. Practicing healthcare law, he concentrates in Stark,
fraud/abuse, telehealth/telemedicine, compliance, and the corpo-
rate and financial aspects of healthcare practice.

The authors are members of The Health Law Partners, P.C. and
may be reached at (248) 996-8510 or (212) 734-0128, or at
www.thehlp.com.

Commentary

7 Requirements for an Enterprise Dose Program
By Neomi Mullens

If your organization’s patient radiation dose management pro-
gram is attempting to transform under the onslaught of arti-
cles, legislation, and litigation surrounding radiation safety, use
these seven requirements! Patient-focused and proactive
providers are assessing their existing radiation dose manage-
ment programs and realizing, based on the backdrop of
today’s healthcare environment, that they may need to update
their legacy dose safety programs.

While reviewing these top requirements, determine where
your organization stands against each item. Evaluate your cur-
rent activities compared and contrasted to the ‘to be’ vision to
identify the gaps to be filled in building a comprehensive
patient radiation dose safety management solution:

Requirement 1: A Productive Radiation Safety Committee

A successful radiation safety program will begin with your
organization’s key stakeholders, who share a collective goal in

patient care. When building the team, which will ultimately
become your Radiation Safety Committee, it is important not
only to select the appropriate resources, but include members
of your organization to be advocates of the organization’s radi-
ation safety objectives. Key team members will be: a C-suite
sponsor, chief legal counsel, radiology directors, IT staff, your
organization’s physicist, and the radiologist. The Radiation
Safety Committee that you create will ultimately drive the suc-
cessful development and implementation of your patient radi-
ation safety program. Ensure you have your key resources on
board!

Requirement 2: Clinical and Technical Workflows

It is imperative to clearly outline the current clinical and techni-
cal workflows within your organization. This will include a full
assessment of the workflows of the departments and staff
members who will be impacted as part of your program.
Purchasing an automated radiation dose management soft-
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ware solution may further impact your future workflows and
should be identified early on.  Adoption of new processes
related to an automated system will rely heavily on a clear
understanding of new clinical routines to be introduced into
the radiology department. In addition to any IT changes, a
workflow analysis allows for all procedural components to be
evaluated for efficiency and best practice methodologies for all
members supporting the radiation safety program.

Requirement 3: CT Protocol Review

It is essential that your organization addresses standardizing
and password protecting the CT imaging protocols. With regu-
lar review of CT protocols and imaging techniques utilized by
technologists, the radiation safety committee will ensure
patients are being scanned using ALARA radiation standards,
while maintaining high quality diagnostic images. Dose thresh-
olds should be evaluated and maintained in alignment with
recommended industry standards. The American College of
Radiology (ACR) and American Association of Physicists in
Medicine (AAPM) are two excellent resources.  Organizations
should implement CT radiation dose thresholds based on the
perfect balance of good image quality and delivering the low-
est radiation dose to the patient.

Requirement 4: Software/Automation

Radiation monitoring and dose data collection software is a
highly desirable and efficient method of standardizing radia-
tion safety procedures within healthcare organizations. By cap-
turing patient and imaging modality radiation dose data and
providing a detailed report of your current imaging proce-
dures, thresholds, and protocols, these radiation safety auto-
mated solutions empower your radiation safety committee to
evaluate current imaging practices and determine where ineffi-
ciencies can be addressed or changes can be made to build a
more robust radiation safety program. An automated radiation
dose management system will allow your organization to
receive consistent data, thus increasing efficiency in gaining a
snapshot into your current environment, utilizing the informa-
tion to educate physicians and employees, and consistently re-
evaluating your radiation safety program on a regular basis.

Requirement 5: Policies, Procedures, and Risk Management

To gain organization-wide support and participation in your
radiation safety program, it is imperative to develop organiza-
tionally-approved and clearly defined roles and responsibilities

in your program’s policies and procedures. These should be a
codified set of processes that address all components of a radi-
ation safety program from imaging standards and dose thresh-
olds, to dose incident management and patient communica-
tion. They must clearly define the rules and practices for all
individuals supporting the radiation safety program. In particu-
lar, the policies and procedures should directly outline a
process for tracking and reporting events where patient dose
exposure exceeds the thresholds or guidelines developed and
implemented by your organization. This risk management
guide should to be followed to ensure all patient safety inci-
dents are properly addressed and rectified in a timely manner
with the proper resources involved.

Requirement 6: Communication, Education, and Training

As mentioned earlier, building a strong radiation safety com-
mittee that represents your organization is critical to ensuring
the success of a radiation safety program. Consistent education
and training among your organization’s executives, clinicians,
technologists, patient care advocates, nursing staff, and every-
one else involved in your radiology workflows are critical to the
understanding and adoption of an effective radiation safety
program and for providing your staff with a knowledge base to
lead a successful transformation.

Requirement 7: Marketing Plan

Legislation and legal ramifications may have been the stimulus
behind the initial dive into radiation safety awareness within
the medical community. However, today’s urgency and
demand for the adoption of a patient radiation safety program
is coming directly from healthcare organizations themselves. A
fully codified radiation awareness initiative and strong dose
management program are invaluable additions to any health-
care organization striving to be competitive in the healthcare
market. A radiation safety program is very attractive in today’s
highly competitive world of healthcare, so make sure your
organization is at the top of the list when it comes to providing
the best possible radiology services and patient care and safe-
ty as it pertains to radiation dose measurement.

Neomi Mullens is a Project Manager at Ascendian Healthcare
Consulting and a frequent and published contributor to the sub-
ject of Enterprise Dose Management and Tracking. You may con-
tact her directly at nmullens@ascendian.com or visit the
Ascendian website for more information at www.ascendian.com.
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Commentary

Transitioning from the Military
By M Kevin Spears, CRA, RT(R, MR, CT)

My career in radiology started in October 1991. I was at
Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas visiting with my
career counselor.  He informed me that I was not eligible for
any aviation related job fields due to my failed vision test dur-
ing my flight physical.  I knew I was not going to be a pilot due
to being enlisted, but I had hoped I could be part of an aircrew.
Instead, I was offered a job called “radiologic specialist” and
was highly encouraged not to turn it down.

Over the next eight years I moved from Texas to Illinois to
Colorado, working in Air Force hospitals as an enlisted member
of the United States Air Force.  During these eight years I
obtained my registry through the ARRT in radiography, CT, and
MRI.  I was also able to gain valuable experience in these
modalities while taking care of active duty and retired military
members, including veterans of World War II, Korea, Vietnam,
and Desert Storm.  It was an experience I will always be grate-
ful for.

Nearing the end of my second four-year enlistment I had to
make a decision:  re-enlist for another four years or separate
from active duty.  It was a hard decision, but I chose to begin
my journey transitioning to the civilian work force.  I found
myself back in Texas working as a multi-modality technologist
in a small hospital.  I was in culture shock in the beginning and
missed many aspects of the military lifestyle, but I was commit-
ted to being successful in the path I had chosen.

One year later, I started my management career in radiology.  I
took a job as an MRI manager at a large downtown hospital in
Ft. Worth, Texas.  I quickly realized that I needed some help

learning the civilian way of managing and leading.  While my
technical skills were in line with my civilian counterparts, my
knowledge of human resources and fiscal management as well
as other areas was primarily military focused.

Enter the AHRA.  My boss at the time suggested I attend an
AHRA conference, read their publications, and research their
website.  I did not ignore this advice.  Over the next several
years I progressed through the management ranks with the
same hospital system, from radiology manager to my current
position as a radiology director.  During this time I attended
four AHRA conferences, read many Radiology Management
articles, and used many of the resources found on the AHRA
website to better understand radiology management princi-
ples.

Without a doubt I owe much to the Air Force for giving me my
start in the radiology field.  But I also owe a great deal to the
AHRA for helping me in my transition and giving me avenues
and resources to learn and network with others in the radiolo-
gy field.  I am proud to be a US Air Force veteran and also a
member of the AHRA.  As the AHRA continues to grow, I am
confident the organization can continue to provide the
resources I found helpful as a veteran to others as they transi-
tion from military to civilian radiology careers.

M Kevin Spears, CRA, RT (R, MR, CT) is a Former Staff Sergeant in
the United States Air Force. He is currently the radiology director at
Texas Health Southwest Fort Worth in Forth Worth, TX. He can be
reached at kevinspears@texashealth.org. 

Commentary

To Notify or Not to Notify – A Cause Célèbre
By Bonnie Rush

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. As imag-
ing providers, we all desire to offer our patients the advantages
of early detection: less suffering, costs, and deaths.
Encouragingly, a recent study has validated mammography as
life saving. 71% of the 609 deaths in the study were

unscreened and, more importantly, 50% were over 50 years.1

So we can wave the banner of early detection through mam-
mography for all women – even the younger ones. Or can we?

Fifty percent is not an encouraging number for about 40% of
our screening population – those with dense breast tissue.
Having greater than 50% dense tissue (referred to as heteroge-
neously or extremely dense tissue) puts a woman at a higher
risk for developing breast cancer. It also means an increased
risk for false negative mammograms with later stage invasive

and node positive cancer detection.

Bear with me as I share the compelling stats of this cause
célèbre.

An often referenced 2007 study found that 78% of mammo-
graphically occult (hidden) lesions in were in women with
more than 50% dense tissue. Women of any age with more
than 75% density were at 4.7 times greater risk of an interval
finding (seen within one year of a normal mammogram) than
those with less than 10% density.  Despite the encouraging
recent news I mentioned earlier, 26% of these hidden cancers

were in those under 56 years of age.2 These are worrisome
numbers.  Although some of the cancers grow rapidly and may
not have been diagnostic on the previous mammogram, the
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fact is that most were just plain not seen – the dreaded false
negative mammogram.

This lack of ability to detect breast cancer is often referred to as
the masking effect. It impacts mammographic sensitivity
inversely – as breast density goes up, sensitivity goes down.
What can be seen 80% of the time in the almost entirely fatty
breast can only be seen 30% of the time in the extremely

dense breast.3 For example, a 3 mm lesion can be seen 95% of
the time for those with mainly fatty tissue, but a lesion of 20
mm – about  3 times larger – can only be seen 50% of the time

for those with the highest density.4 Even with technological
advances  such as digital breast tomosynthesis, if the tumor
has the same x-ray attenuation factor as the dense tissue then
one cannot “see” the tumor. It’s like trying to find a snowball in
a snow bank.

These women also have a higher risk for developing breast
cancer.  A Spanish screening study of over 70,000 women con-
cluded that mammographic density is an important risk factor
for all types of breast cancer and strongly increases the risk of

developing an interval tumor.5 Well known organizations such
as the Center for Disease Control, American Cancer Society,
and Susan G. Komen state that it’s a higher risk than having a
first degree relative with breast cancer and also greater or
equal to having two second degree relatives with breast

cancer.6 Aggregate data from 42 studies determined an aver-
age risk of 1.79 for those with the lowest density vs. 4.64 for
the highest concluding that “in well conducted studies” breast

density is one of the strongest risk factors for breast cancer. 7

The 10 year recurrence risk is four times more for those with

the highest density vs. the lowest (5% vs 21%).8

If our credo is “first, do no harm”  is it enough to continue to
simply state  that mammography is not perfect? Only the
patient’s doctor gets to know her level  of density and thus
how it may impact her. If we do not share this information with
the patient, aren’t we potentially doing harm?  Without notifi-
cation, women will not know to seek advice or to inquire about
additional imaging after a “good news” gram. They believe in
the imaging results – or at least they want to.

On April 3, 2013, AHRA’s Board of Directors, under the leader-
ship of 2012-2013 President, Carlos Vasquez, CRA, FAHRA,
endorsed the efforts of Nancy Cappello, PhD, founder of Are
You Dense  Advocacy, Inc. to notify women and advance the
cause of early detection.  During my co-presentation with Dr.
Cappello at the 2013 AHRA Annual Meeting, she shared her
experience of the shock of being diagnosed with Stage IIIC
cancer with 13 metastasized lymph nodes just two months
after believing in her “happy”gram (negative report). Dr.
Cappello and a core of dedicated women with similar stories
are fighting for mandated breast density notification. The
efforts of Are You Dense? Inc. have driven notification laws in
over a dozen states, and they hope to see mandated notifica-

tion for all women. 9 In a recent Huffington Post article, Dr.
Cappello provided an update on the most recent efforts:
“Connecticut Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro is poised to rein-

troduce a federal density reporting bill and we are working
with the FDA for revisions to the MQSA regulations to include

density reporting in the patient’s mammography results.” 10

They are making headway, but it is a tiring battle – they could
use our support.

We must not fail this significant percentage of our screening
population. Even if we are not in a state with a mandate yet,
we must inform patients with greater than 50% density that:
breast density is one of the risk factors for developing breast
cancer; cancers in dense breasts can be more difficult to detect
on screening; alternative screening modalities such as breast
ultrasound and MRI can find cancers missed on mammogra-
phy, and they should discuss this issue with their physician.
If this cause is also a cause célèbre for you, I encourage you to
review more information at www.areyoudense.org and go to
www.areyoudenseadvocacy.org. Find your state, and if notifica-
tion is not yet passed, sign up to let your voice for notification
be heard.

References:
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invasive breast cancer. Most deaths from disease occur in
women not regularly screened. Cancer. Published online:
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Education Foundation

Becoming the Manager I Want To Be
By Denise Cole, RT(R)(N)(M)

tonpost.com/david-katz-md/breast-cancer-
screening_b_3922681.html

Bonnie Rush, RT(R)(M)(QM), President of Breast Imaging
Specialists (www.mammobis.com), is a highly regarded breast
imaging presenter offering numerous topics of substance to atten-
dees of the AHRA and other recognized conferences. She is the
AHRA liaison to Are You Dense Advocacy, Inc. and can be reached
at brush4info@aol.com.

I am a “grown in the field” radiology manager and came into
my management position by not being able to say “no” when
asked! I received some basic training and then did the job as
best I could. I had no idea AHRA existed until I began working
with the radiology department at Humboldt General Hospital
in Winnemucca, NV. Their very kind radiology manager, Pam,
offered to give up a few weekends a month to provide ultra-
sound services for my facility, Pershing General Hospital. As I
got to know Pam, I found that she was the type of manager
that I wanted to be. She told me about AHRA and showed me
all the information provided on their website.

I am part of a small (but very important) critical access hospital.
My CEO  was working on the budget so her managers could go
to training sessions. I saw that AHRA was offering the Osborn
Scholarship to provide access to an educational opportunity
for worthy folk – who was more in need of education and more
worthy than I? The Education Foundation (EF) must have
agreed, because I won one of the three Osborn Scholarships
offered for the 2013 Annual Meeting!

It was an amazing experience just to be among professional
people who were kind, smart, and cared about others. The
Basic Track I enrolled in was packed full of useful information
and the speakers were dynamic. One of the many radiology
managers I met was Bronwynn from Georgia. I sat next to her
for all the Basic Track sessions, and I feel confident saying I
made a new friend! It was nice to walk into a room and know
there was a specific spot and person expecting you.

Managerial communication and patient satisfaction were my
two favorite session topics, as they specifically pertained to
working with people. Most of the time I love this aspect of my
job, but sometimes it also makes me feel uncomfortable. These
sessions provided some insights to a better understanding of
people. For example, introverts explore single topics in depth
(great people to give projects to) and it is better to e-mail than
talk to them. The written word gives an introvert something
tangible to look at and mull over. With interesting information
like this, I can learn to stop feeling uncomfortable in difficult
people situations.

Vendors from all aspects of the radiology field set up their
wares in the exhibit hall, and we were able to browse through
and meet with them all, learning about the equipment and
supplies they offered. This was very informative and a real eye
opener as to what is out there for our use.

A session was offered on what your radiology department
should look like and what to keep in mind when building a
new imaging room. It made me realize that I needed a cabinet
built in my radiology room to accommodate all of our position-
ing sponges and make the room look cleaner and more profes-
sional.

There were also sessions on budgeting and five year plans,
how to figure out FTEs and productivity (keeping in mind Leap
years!), how to look at exam volumes and expand on market-
ing, and what to look for when doing monthly variance
reports. I went to a session on business writing that taught
“netiquette” when writing emails to better establish your
objective and really say what you mean to say. This was a much
needed class for me as email is the main avenue of communi-
cation at our hospital.

I learned we need to strive for preference with our patients, not
just acceptability.

I gained so much knowledge and made many friends and con-
tacts at AHRA, and to think I just scratched the surface with
their Basic Track! They have much more to offer, which I am
looking forward to learning at future AHRA Annual Meetings.

The most important thing I learned is that you can work hard,
reach impressive goals, and still have fun doing it.  With AHRA
teaching and guiding me, I CAN become the type of manager I
desire to be!

Denise Cole, RT(R)(N)(M) is the radiology manager at
PershingGeneralHospital in Lovelock, NV. She can be reached at
dcole@pershinghospital.org. 



One of five domains that anyone wishing to become a CRA will
have to demonstrate mastery in is human resources, and one
of the main human resources tasks an imaging administrator
will be faced with is hiring. Should the hiring practices at the
executive level vary to a large degree from those at the staff
level?  This is a tough question.  One may say yes, because the
levels of responsibility vary to a large degree.  One may say no,
because the patient care provided by front-line staff is far more
critical than the work performed at the executive level.  Equal
hiring practices may result in the best decisions, but resources
are often limited by position and location.

If you have been in the industry long enough, you have proba-
bly had your fair share of hiring surprises; not the good kind of
surprises, but the kind no one talks about outside of the closed
door session with their human resources generalist.  
Sometimes the decision not to hire someone is easy because
the outward signs are there:  poor resume or application, mini-
mum qualifications not met, tardy for the interview, dressing
inappropriately, poor references, and so on.  Sometimes it’s not
so easy. Hiring the right person can feel like rolling the dice.
After all, how can we possibly really know the person sitting
across the table from us during the interview process?

The industry literature supports many different tactics, and
human resources departments across the nation support their
own methodology for getting it right, including pre-screening
for qualifications, drug and tobacco screenings, criminal back-
ground checks, reference checks, and primary source verifica-
tions.  Some human resources departments offer interview
training and specialized programs, such as behavioral based
interviewing, to support hiring decisions.

Even with specialized offerings, there exists a disparity
between the hiring practices at the staff level and the hiring
practices at the executive level.  For example, hiring an execu-
tive at some facilities may occur over a week long period that
includes multiple roundtable interviews, fit tests, psychological
evaluations, and ‘getting to know you’ events.  Hiring is often
the decision of a group versus a few people or in some
instances a single person.  Hiring at the executive level is based
on the desire to have the best person in the position, and as
result these positions can remain open for long periods of
time.  Hiring at the staff level most often occurs in one day, fol-
lowing an interview with the hiring manager and perhaps a
few other key stakeholders.  Hiring at this level moves more
quickly and is often dictated by the need to have someone in
the position quickly.  Moving back to the issue of resources,
how might we merge the best practices of the executive inter-

view process with the limited resources of time inherent to
staff level hiring decisions?

Slowing it Down

The first step to a great hiring decision is to realize that the
time needed to make the best decision is less than the time
needed to fix a bad hiring decision.  The best person for the
position will result in stabilization for the rest of the team.
Taking the time necessary to include some industry best prac-
tices will result in a greater opportunity to find the best person
for the position.  It does not have to be a week long process,
but with a little organization and pre-planning, you can move
thoughtfully through the process and include all of the ele-
ments in a single day. 

Work with Human Resources (HR)

Human resource departments often pre-screen individuals
based on qualifications.  It is essential that the hiring manager
work with the HR department to ensure that the screening
process is occurring.  It is frustrating to receive a bulk of appli-
cations for applicants that do not meet the minimum qualifica-
tions.  If a manager is looking for something special that is not
indicated in the basic job description (such as adding CRA-pre-
ferred for another management position), a discussion with the
HR recruiter may be valuable.  Leaner workflows and hybrid
positions are the reality of the administrative team as everyone
is challenged with doing more with less.  Taking thirty minutes
to update or create a new job description may be vital to sav-
ing a lot of time later in the process.

The desire to remove some of the disparity in hiring practices
is sound and based on best practice.  A competent administra-
tor recognizes the necessity to grow through continuing edu-
cation and to introduce necessary changes into the environ-
ment.  As a fellow administrator, I strongly encourage my lead-
ership team to continue their education and to challenge
themselves to obtain additional certifications, such as the CRA,
which allow us to fill the gaps in our knowledge base.

In my next article, I will discuss the screening and interview
process and provide tips to make the process more efficient.

Brenda Rinehart, MBA, CRA, FAHRA is the regional director of
imaging at Confluence Health System in Wenatchee, WA. She can
be reached at brenda.rinehart@cwhs.com. 
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CRA Expertise in HR: Part 1
By Brenda Rinehart, MBA, CRA, FAHRA
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Here, we warmly welcome new members, acknowledge the
tenure of our most committed members, and recognize any
recent successes among all members. If you would like to
acknowledge a colleague, announce a promotion, or make us
aware of an accomplishment please let us know.

New Members (as of September 2013)

Debra Acors, Tappahannock, VA
Michelle Baer, Frederick, MD
Jessica Baker, Frederick, MD
Dmitry Beyder, Portland, OR
Heather Bice, Lakeway, TX
Julie-Anne Black, Seattle, WA
Melissa Black, Abilene, TX
Jennifer Brown, Seattle, WA
LaKiesha Brown, Lutherville, MD
Lindsay Brunn, Redlands, CA
Tara Cauthron, Redlands, CA
Tonya Cazzell, Lorain, OH
Sheila Collins, Phoenix, AZ

Cheri Constantino-Shor, Seattle, WA
Joyce Cyr, Portland, OR
Rachel Dagit, Peoria, IL
Michael Dawkins, Gonzales, LA
Matt Delk, Redlands, CA
Joanne Durney, Carlstadt, NJ
Christopher Etienne, Freeport, NY
Donna Gallagher, Englewood, NJ
Mark Glass-Royal, Frederick, MD
David Goodmansen, Frederick, MD
Wilmarie Gramata, Carlstadt, NJ
Jessica Grant, Saline, MI
Michelle Greenberg, Portland, OR
Karen Hambly, Lorain, OH
Brent Heinselman, Lodi, CA
Sara Hoffman, Portland, OR
Heather Humelbaugh, Portland, OR
Roberto Hunte, New York, NY
Gayle Hyland, Towson, MD
Jim Klaus, Tensed, ID
Lydia Kleinschnitz, Pittsburgh, PA

AHRA News

Member Appreciation
By AHRA Staff

AHRA News

Last Chance to Apply for a Putting Patients First Grant!
By AHRA Staff

Patient safety is a goal shared by all imaging administrators. AHRA & Toshiba recognize the critical need for not only patient safe-
ty programs but for funding to make these programs a reality.

The AHRA & Toshiba Putting Patients First Program will provide seven grants in 2013 to fund programs, training, or seminars
aimed at improving pediatric or adult patient care and safety within diagnostic imaging. The programs funded by these grants
will be used to create a best-practices tool to share with other hospitals and institutions.

As in years past, six grants of up to $7,500 are available to be awarded to single-site hospitals and imaging centers. Three grants
will be awarded for projects that improve the safety and comfort of pediatric imaging. Three grants will be awarded for projects
that improve overall patient care and safety in imaging.

One additional grant of up to $20,000 is available to be awarded to an Integrated Delivery Network (IDN) or hospital system.

Completed applications are due October 14, 2013. Grant recipients will be announced in December 2013.

Completed applications may be submitted online, via email (smurray@ahraonline.org) or mailed to:

AHRA: The Association for Medical Imaging Management
Attention: Sarah Murray
490B Boston Post Rd

Suite 200
Sudbury, MA 01776

For additional information about the program, including videos of the 2012 grant recipients, and articles written by past recipi-
ents, please visit the AHRA website at www.ahraonline.org.
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Kami Knight, Miami, FL
Christina Kosman, Annapolis, MD
Christopher Lee, Lutz, FL
Ron Leonard, Frederick, MD
Gina Lester, Frederick, MD
Russ Lorgeree, Rockland, MA
Kinsey Macdonald, Phoenix, AZ
Niki Marcelle, Green Bay, WI
Rosario Mardueno, Phoenix, AZ
Angela McClellan, Baltimore, MD
Heather McMahon, Englewood, CO
Dafne Mercado, Redlands, CA
Jonathan Mercado, Redlands, CA
Jonathan Mora, Paramus, NJ
Victor Mora, Paramus, NJ
Cynthia Morales, Sunrise, FL
Tom Neff, Cache, OK
Sunshine O’Bannon, Portland, OR
Bryan Overton, Atlanta, GA
Carmen Patton, Ferndale, WA
Sareeta Perry, Valencia, CA
Tamara Peterson, Springfield, MA
John Pineiro, Merrimac, MA
Ramiro Plascencia, Santa Barbara, CA
Caroll Plews, Wenatchee, WA
Valerie Pooler, Valencia, CA
Starla Ringer, Morgantown, WV
Shane Saltzman, Farmington, NM
Joy Sandborn, Tulsa, OK
Sarah Sanford, Lacey, WA
Don Schilling, Frederick, MD
Todd Sexton, Redlands, CA
Kellie Shults, Palmer, AK
Richard Smillie, Falls Church, VA
Wayne Smith, Portland, OR
Kristy Smolineski, Rogers City, MI
Tracie Soller, Rock Springs, WY
Bonnie Thursten, Seattle, WA
Brian Tipton, Redlands, CA
Haley Uhl, Houston, TX
Dorothy Warrenfeltz, Frederick, MD
Byron Williams, Portland, OR
Tyler Winks, Morehead, KY
Stacy Wolfe, Frederick, MD
Kathy Wortham, Newport Beach, CA

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send contact information to our mem-
bership department at memberservices@ahraonline.org.

Member Anniversaries (as of October 2013)

25+ Years

Bobbie O’Boyle (39)
James Luchtel (34)
Laurel Patt (33)
John Spencer (33)
Alan Wildman (30)
Francis Miles (29)

Michael Hopkins (28)
Barry Hall (28)
Anne Pileggi (27)
Becky Volk (26)
Donna Blakely (25)
Richard Grounds (25)

10-24 Years

Gerard Mullen (24)
Penny Olivi (24)
Cathy Davila (23)
Marjorie Parsons (23)
Shawn Snider (22)
John Holzer (20)
Philip Ruth (20)
Michael DelVecchio (20)
Don Rueschhoff (20)
Ran Samaniego (19)
Susan Smith (19)
Steven Clevenger (18)
Todd Mitchell (18)
Maria Damiano (17)
Karen McInerney (17)
Shirley Neese (16)
Sophia Ward (16)
Ellen Bieringer (15)
Karen Darr (15)
Debra Desmarais (14)
Debra Platt (14)
Marilyn Sackett (14)
Brian Chiango (14)
Vicki Petersen (14)
Jane Pietrantonio (14)
Michael Viera (14)
John Ervin (14)
Ed Yoder (13)
Jill Currie (13)
Ron Shimonis (12)
Roger Vorherr (12)
Robin Hodkinson (12)
Ruth Woosley (12)
Pam Forshier (12)
Helen Amaral (12)
Kathy Sachak (12)
Deborah Boyle (12)
Scott Studden (12)
Karen Meyer (12)
Valerie Jablonski (12)
Don Laufenberg (12)
Lisa Miller (12)
George Ruggles (12)
Pamela Colburn (12)
Robert Holbrook (12)
Michelle Kren (12)
Barbara Carlson (11)
Donnis Kelley (11)
Ivan Vinueza (11)
Deborah Clark (11)
Keith Hornberger (11)
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Rose Marie Nadolinski (11)
Joan Wherley (11)
Paul Brown (11)
Benjamin Goodstein (11)
Kimberly Radcliff (11)
Ann Costello (11)
Dana Sullivan (11)
Scott VanBenschoten (11)
Alice Wendlandt (11)
Diane Dionne (11)
Lyndal Odom (11)
Eric Gregor (10)
Chris Williams (10)
Janet Graves (10)
Karen Finnegan (10)
Donna D’Anza (10)
Terry Lynn Bucknall (10)
Jennifer Brase (10)
Stacia Goings (10)
Margaret Payton (10)
Verlon Salley (10)
Lisa Stockton (10)
Lisa Bussolari (10)

5-9 Years

Melissa Kincaid (9)
Michael Cammarano (9)
John Aloisio (9)
Alan Heffron (9)
Stuart Hooton (9)
Eliane Cabral (9)
Christine Lopiano (9)
Mark Kershaw (9)
John Basile (9)
Mark Rita (9)
Crystal Coulombe (9)
Teresa Amelung (8)
Susan Naes (8)
Angelina McGinley (8)
Gregory Donnelly (8)
Leanne Williams (8)
Leigh Ann Hobson (8)
Christine Vargas (8)
Charles Healy (8)
Bette Drescher (8)
Nadine Gomes (8)
Jayne Wilson (8)
Aimee Gonzi (8)
Stephanie Lane (8)
Joan Sousa (8)
Michael Connelly (8)
Deborah Delp (8)
Linda Hansen-Allen (7)
Art Tasaka (7)
Mark Layne (7)
Amy Montgomery (7)
Mary DelMonte (7)
Kimberly Lenner (7)
Cheryl Mertowski (7)

Suzette Paredes (7)
Kevin Seitz (7)
William Undie (7)
Lisa Catala (7)
Peggy Ludwig (7)
Kirk Raboin (7)
Rose Wach (7)
Gina Collier (7)
Lorraine McCurdy (7)
Lisa Owens (7)
James Ryva (7)
Luis Gomez (7)
Joseph Gargin (7)
Timothy Holtz (7)
Patricia Stienes (7)
Dustin Embry (7)
Ken Zito (7)
Melanie Wilson (7)
Angela McLaughlin (7)
Floyd Loewe (6)
Carl Mayberry (6)
Kenna Betancur (6)
Jane Ouimette (6)
Kathleen Kapsin (6)
Sheila Beausoleil (6)
Frances Dietz (6)
David Pac (6)
Jennifer Davenport (6)
Debra Adams (6)
Michael Schneider (6)
Jeffrey Zemencik (6)
Judy Glass (6)
Tiffany Thomas (6)
Kathy Piazzo (6)
Marcy Parsons (5)
Denise Reeves (5)
Donna McKenzie (5)
Jeffrey Perez (5)
Oscar Del Barco (5)
Dayton Rich (5)
Heather Damon-Pannone (5)
Benjamin Pierce (5)
Debra Tobin (5)
Teresa Glenn (5)
Denise Engle (5)
Darren Bonneau (5)
James Simms (5)
John Halligan (5)
Lisa Wolfendale (5)
Peter Dyba (5)
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